
Please note: We are not computer professionals and our expertise is limited. If your                   
computer has a major problem, we can suggest a repairer to investigate your problem.  
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   Unit 56 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Fees are $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 56/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to  2015committee@gmail.com   

Weekly activities held in Unit 5 and 6. 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.          J&M Oprey           4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	                           Apple Group	             Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month, from 10 am to 12 noon.	 Genealogy	              Maxine Gray          4869-4958 
Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month, 	 	 Games Morning	  
from 10am to 12 noon.        	 	 	 	  

Upcoming events. 

In this issue. 
1   Cover-page and committee members. 
2  Joining and payment options, activities and contents. 
3   Saying farewell to unit 5/6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
4   From your committee	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By your committee 
5  Web browsers, which one to use	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
6   Windows 8.1 and 10 insecure SMBv1 protocol.	 	 	 	 	 By Chris Carvan 
7   Apple’s new HQ	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
8  Apple’s new HQ, continue 	 	 	 	 	              		 	 By Martina Oprey 
9   Notice Board.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey	

Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.

mailto:2015committee@gmail.com
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From your committee

By now all members should have received the letter from our President with the news that our use of  unit 5/6, 
granted to SHCUG since 2005, has come to an end. HarbisonCare again has been most generous in offering 
us alternative accomodation in the form of  another unit, albeit smaller. Once again we have a permanent spot 
in which to set up our equipment and with the additional use of  Scott Hall on Monday mornings for members 
with mobile devices, we will be able to accomodate all who visit us. To avoid interruptions to our Monday 
sessions, the committee elected to start moving on Saturday 12 August.  

Not all our equipment will fit into our new accommodation and after sorting the access will be offered to our 
members. Some items are free to take, others will carry a small charge.  

During July two people joined SHCUG but sadly we also lost members. Ian Anstey, who has been a member 
for many years, passed away in July. Due to a tragic accident we also lost Berlio O’Brien, who joined SHCUG 
at the beginning of  this year. Our sincere condolences goes to both families.  

The following message is from Maxine Gray: Eric Smith, one of  SHCUG's long standing members sadly 
passed away last Saturday 28 July. Eric had been a keen member of  the Genes group for about 14 years and his 
ancestors had always been of  interest to our group, taking in German, Danish and early settlers of  the 
Camden, NSW district. Eric had been restoring an old van (a work in progress) which had been used by Joe Check 
the picture show man, Joe travelled around the state showing pictures, from his van, to the inhabitants of  many 
country towns, another facet of  how family history can introduce people into local history.  We will miss Eric. 

Ron Cunnew send us two articles (see page 4 and 5) with important information for Microsoft Windows users. 
We like to encourage all PC users to read these pages. If  you have any questions or queries about the content 
please let us know. Members can email to: 2015committee@gmail.com  or pop in during our Monday morning 
help sessions, from 10am to 12 noon. 

That’s all for this month. 
Your committee. 

Earlier this year we applied for a grand from the 
Wingecarrabee Council and on Wednesday, 2 
August, our President Rodney Andrews received a 
certificate to the value of  $600 from the hands of  
councillor Whipper.  Since there are no restrictions 
as to how we use the money, your committee has 
decided to put it towards the cost of  the air 
conditioner, purchased from the previous tenants, 
in our new premises.  

mailto:2015committee@gmail.com
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  Web Browsers, which one to use.

At our Monday help sessions, members who are new to computers, would have been shown how to search for 
information using a web browser. But do we know how this works? To keep it simple, a web browser can best 
be defined as a computer program that is used to access sites or information on a network, in this case from the 
World Wide Web. There are many web browsers to choose from, for example Microsoft Edge, Firefox, Opera, 
Google Chrome and Safari. One or more of  these would be known to most of  us. The main reason for using a 
browser is to view web pages, requested from the internet, on the screens of  our devices.  

A web browser retrieves or fetches code, usually written in HTML, standing for Hyper Text Markup Language, 
or any other language from a web server. The browser interprets this code and displays it as a Web page that 
can be viewed on our computer screen. In most instances, users interaction is needed to tell the browser which 
specific Web page or Website he/she would like to view. The way this is done is via the browser’s address bar at 
the top edge of  the website or page.  

All websites and pages have an address known as a URL (Uniform Resource Locater). An example of  a URL 
address is: http://shcug.org.au./wp-admin/. The first section “http://“ is called the protocol and the letters 
“http” stand for Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard protocol used to request and transmit files 
on the internet. Since the browser knows that the protocol is http, it will also know how to interpret everything 
located to the right of  the forward slashes. Looking at the next section “shcug.org.au” the browser will know 
the location of  the server who has the page and when contact with the server is established the browser looks at 
the last section of  the URL address “/wp-admin/” and retrieves the index page. When done, it is interpreted 
so it can be viewed in the main window of  the browser.   

Are all web browsers equal and safe? Apparently not! The following article was handed to me by Ron Cunnew. 

Microsoft Edge: Most hacked Browser at Pwn2Own 2017. 
The Pwn2Own 2017 hacking contest, which celebrated its 10th anniversary, concluded after three days in 
which security teams hacked away at browsers and operating systems competing for prize money put up by the 
major developers, including Microsoft and Google. Microsoft’s Edge seems to have been hit the hardest by the 
hackers, while Google Chrome remained un-hacked during the contest. 

Microsoft created the Edge browser by rewriting most of  it from scratch (some parts were forked from Internet 
Explorer). The company’s goal was to have a browser that’s much more secure and that can keep up with 
Chrome and Firefox when it comes to supporting the latest web standards. Edge even implemented sandboxing 
technologies that were similar to what Chrome was using, which put it ahead of  Firefox which is still trying to 
catch-up in this regard.  

However, despite these improvements in code cleanness and security technologies, it hasn’t quite proven itself  
when facing with experienced hackers at contests such as Pwn2Own. Microsoft has a lot of  work to do before 
its browsers are as secure as Google Chrome.  

By Chris Carvan, CCC class in U3A on 30 March 2017.  

In response to the above article by Chris Carvan, all computers and laptops owned by SHCUG which do run 
Windows platforms have been installed with Google Chrome as the default browser. During the past months, at 
our Monday help sessions, members using PC’s with Microsoft Windows have also been advised to download 
Google Chrome and use it in favour of  Microsoft’s Internet Explorer or Microsoft Edge.   
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Martina Oprey
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Disable the Horribly Insecure SMBv1 protocol on your Windows 8.1 and 10 PCs Now 

Two devastating global ransomware outbreaks, WannaCry and Petya, spread quickly because of  a 
vulnerability in one of  the internet's most ancient networking protocols, Server Message Block version 
1 (aka SMBv1).  

In the interests of  security, Microsoft recommends that you disable the SMBv1 protocol completely. 
The world has already moved on to SMBv3, and there's little excuse for continuing to let that old and 
horribly insecure protocol run on your network.  

Here’s how to permanently remove SMBv1 support from Windows 8.1 and 10: 

Open Control Panel (just start typing Control in the search box to find its shortcut quickly). Click 
Programs, and then click Turn Windows features on or off  (under the Programs heading). Clear the 
check box for SMB 1.0/CIFS File Sharing Support, as shown above. Reboot and that's it; you're 
protected.  

Some users of  old Hewlett Packard printers have found the printer does not work with SMBV1 
disabled. If  you experience that problem just use the reverse of  the above procedure to re-enable 
SMB.  

By Chris Carvan, CCC class in U3A on 3 August, 2017.                                                                                                       
	                                                                                                                                                                    
Members who are not sure how to go about this can pop in during our Monday morning sessions and ask one of  
our tutors for help. 
                          	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	         

Windows 8.1 and 10 insecure SMBv1 protocol. 
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Apple’s new HQ 

On 23 February of  this year, Apple announced that its new Headquarters, named Apple Park and built on a 
suburban site of  175 acres in Cupertino California USA, was nearing its completion. In April some employees 
already began to move in. Gathered from the latest reports, 12,000 people will be moved in batches of  500, to 
the new HQ during the next six months.  

This ambitious  project was envisioned by the late Steve Jobs (co-founder of  Apple) and designed by the British 
architect Lord Norman Foster. Steve Jobs didn’t want a campus that looked like an office park, instead he was 
visualising it more like a nature refuse. A peaceful place for creativity and collaboration. To that end, the site it 
is build on and was once covered in asphalt is now being transformed into a haven of  green space. A tranquil 
environment that hopefully will inspire Apple’s employees to dream up new inventions for the future. 

For this project multiple parcels of  adjoining land were purchased over time, the biggest parcel 
from Hewlett-Packard, 8 acres from SummerHill Homes. An old barn that stood in a corner of  
the Hewlett-Packard plot, surrounded by a cluster of  trees, has been left standing and restored.  

On 7 June 2011, the Cupertino City Council received details of  the architectural design of  the new buildings 
and their environs from Apple’s CEO, Steve Jobs. It was the last thing he was able to do for the company as he 
passed away 4 months later. On 15 October 2013, the Cupertino City Council unanimously approved Apple’s 
plans for the new campus and work began to prepare the site for construction with a completion date for 2015. 
Due to delays this was not achieved until April 2017, although not yet totally completed.  

The main structure on the site, at first often referred to as the “Spaceship” or “Doughnut”, is a 2.8 million-
square-foot building, entirely clad in the world’s largest panels of  curved glass. It stands seven stories tall, three 
underground and four above. Because California is known for its fault lines, the main structure was mounted 
on steel isolators to allow the building to move up to 4.5 feet in any direction without losing vital services. Since 
the main building is a ring there is no front lobby, instead it has nine entrances around it. The inner courtyard 
of  the main building, being 30 acres, will be planted with fruit trees such as Cherrie, Plum, Apricot, Persimmon 
and Apple trees. A pond will also be constructed on this site. A further nine thousand trees will be planted on 
the grounds, many being of  indigenous species and fifteen acres will be planted with native Californian grasses. 

About this project Steve Jobs was quoted as saying: “It’s got a gorgeous courtyard in the middle and a lot more. 
It’s a circle, so it is curved all the way round. This is not the cheapest way to build something. Every pane of  
glass will be curved. We have a shot at building the best office building in the world. I really think the 
architecture students will come here to see it”.  
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The campus will have seven cafes, the largest has three levels and can 
seat 3000 people. It has light-coloured stone walls, glass railing without 
any metal support. The mezzanine space of  20,000 square feet can 
accomodate 600 people and 1,750 seats are on terraces outside. This 
cafe has the capacity to serve 15,000 lunches a day. People can enjoy 
their lunches whilst sitting at the five hundred 5.5 m long by 1,2 m wide 
tables designed by the Dutch firm Acro and made from solid spesshart 
white oak. The sports tables and benches resemble those found in Apple 
Stores. The large doors of  the main restaurant are 28 meters high, the 

tallest in the world. At ground level the cafe extends to a grassy landscape well beyond the glass doors/walls. 
There you can dine al fresco in an area Apple is calling “The Glade”. 

The site will be powered entirely by renewable energy and will be one of  the most energy-efficient buildings in 
the world. The solar panels installed on the roof  of  the main building generates 75% of  power needs during 
peak time. The remaining power is generated onsite, using Bloom Energy Server fuel cells, which are powered 
by biofuel or natural gas. The air will flow freely between the outside and the inside of  the building, providing 
natural ventilation during nine months of  the year, obviating the need for HVAC systems.  

Other buildings on the site are the Auditorium, Wellness Centre, Research & Development (R&D) facility,, two 
Parking Stations and a subterranean bus station.  

The Auditorium, build on a hill, is another circular structure. It has recently 
been named the “Steve Jobs Theatre”. The theatre’s above ground lobby has 
floor to ceiling cylindrical glass windows and is totally column free. The circular 
roof, resting entirely on the glass walls, is made with carbon fibre, one of  the 
strongest and lightest materials know to men. It’s finished in Apple’s traditional 
all white design. Below ground is a 1000-seat auditorium.  

The Research & Development facility (two large buildings) are located on the southern edge of  the campus, 
away from prying eyes. The top floor will house the R&D department compromising industrial design and 
human interface teams and will be headed by design chief  Ivy Jones.   

For its 14,000 workers Apple is almost providing 11,000 parking spaces. Many cars will be parked underneath 
the main building and many more in the two parking stations build to the south of  the site. A total of  325,000 
square meters is allocated to parking spaces. For electric cars there will be 700 on-side charging pods. 

For employees who travel by bus, there is the subterranean bus station, where they can get off  or depart from. 
There will be 2000 bicycle parking spots as well. The path to the main campus leads via two white staircases.   

The wellness centre is a 100,000 square feet building, located in the northwest of  the campus. It will be equiped 
with gym equipment and will feature amenities such as changing rooms, shower rooms, laundry services and 
rooms for group sessions. It can be of  service to up to 20,000 employees.  

The two story visitor centre is not on the main site but is located at North 
Tantau Ave, right across the road from the main campus. The building 
will include a 10,000 square feet Apple Store and a cafe taking up 2,386 
square feet. It has underground parking for up to 700 cars and on the roof  
is an observation deck, overlooking Apple Park. 

The total cost of  this project has never been disclosed by Apple but is estimated to be over 6 billon Australian 
dollars.  

The website “Apple Park, wikipedia” has been the main source of  information for this article. 	       Martina Oprey	
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Notice Board
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 an apple a day  
keeps the doctor away

         
The  

    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  
      is proudly sponsored by

On 12 August 2017 
SHCUG’s 

Education Centre moved to 
new premises. 

our new address is 
Unit 56  

HarbisonCare 
2 Charlotte Str 

Burradoo


